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Campus panel reviewing
BOR plan on academics
By BEVERLY CHILDERS

Reporter
The Academic Planning and Standards
Committee is reviewing the"Comprehensive
Plan for West Virginia Higher Education"
formulated by John Wright of the West
Virginia Board of Regents (BOR).
Wright has asked for recommendations
on the projected plan from the president,
faculty representatives, student representatives and the vice president for academic
affairs on each state college and university
campus. Wright plans to send the revised
document to the BOR in the spring.
According to the plan, which focuses on
academic programs for the future:
-Existing baccalaureate and graduate
programs provide good coverage for the
state.
- Enrollment in vocational programs is
significantly increasing.
--Enrollment is above average in the areas
of business, public service and technology.
The number of part-time students is
expected to increase and the average age of
students is expected to rise, creating aneed
for more evening, weekend and nontraditional courses.
- The number of students who desire offcampus locations is expected to increase.
-The number of students in undergraduate teaching programs is decreasing
without a corresponding decrease in the
n·umber of programs.
--The Regents B.A. Degree Program has

hecome the third largest degree program in
the state. exceeded only by education and
business.
The number of graduates of two-year
programs is expected to continue to rise.
:rhe general education components of
both associate and baccalaureate degrees
appear m sound health; therefore, no
systemwide action is comtemplated.
According to Wright. the BOR has not
addressed acomprehensive planning statement since 1972. He recommends the
de,elopment of statewide projections and
statements of goals in higher education
through 1985. .
In other committee business, the standards subcommittee asked department
chairmen at Marshall to provide input about
faculty concerns in admissions, retention,
curriculum. graduation and other areas,
according to Giovanna Bisato Morton,
chairman and associate professor.
Dr. George Harlfold, dean of the College
of Liberal Arts. 4uestioned whether individual faculty members will have input in
standards recommendations.
For the second straight meeting the
committee Tuesday tabled a re4uest from
nursmg to increase the re4uirements for the
B.A. nursing degree from 128 to 138 hours
and to delete a philosophy course as a
re4uirement. Nursing asked that "Ethics"
(PH L 303) be list~d as a recommended
elective.
,
If philosophy remains are4uirement. the

The time card has gone the way of the
Edsel. Students registering in January will
be proce,sed malphabetical order based on
the first letter of last names according to the
registrar's office.
The new procedure, which was first
announced in late October, abolishes time
cards and has students admitted to regular
registration mlast name alphabetical order,
\\ ith the first letter in the se4uence selected
randomly. Registrar Robert H. Eddins said.
Aregistration timetable was published in the

sprmg schedule of courses.
Students with the last names beginning
with J and Kwill open regular reg1strat1on
.Ian. 12 at 8,30 a.m. Registration will
continue at 9: 15 a. m. with students under the
letter L. 9:45 a.m. for those under Mand
continues through the alphabet.
"Our intent is to be as fair as possible,"
Eddins said. "We will start with adifferent
letter of the alphabet each semester. This
semester J was selected' through a totally
random computed program."

nurses will have only three hours of electives
in the proposed change that wou1d increase
nursing lab. lecture and seminar hours, said
Dr. Mahlon C. Brown. committee chairman.
Committee members said the proposed
program would. in effect, "tie nursing
students to 12 hours of re4uired courses a
semester."
Dr. Harold E. Ward, chairman of the
curriculum subcommittee said he "could
find no evidence the original nursing
schedule had been approved by the
Academic Planning and Standard Committee."
, "Departments routinely submit proposals
for course changes to this committee for
Photo by BOB BILLS
Randy Ramsey, Huntington junior, puts beginning touches
approval," Ward said, "but I can find no
on the holiday tree in the Memorial Student Center.
evidence in the course descriptions that the
format is the one nursing began with."
In other business, the committee approved
course electives proposed by the Department
of Modern Languages. According to the
proposal. students residing in the Modern
Language House can receive from one to 20
credit-non-credit hours in applied French,
Spanish or German.
Course additions were also approved in
biological sciences, physics, music,
mathematics and physiology. The committee approved a re4uest for the Departi By PIA CUMMINGS
Stanley Wearden. He said this includes re4uired to work hours aweek, according
ment of Sociology to change "Sociology of
tuition waivers for resident and nonresident to Cohn. He says each department decides
Staff Writer
the Negro" to "Black Sociology" (SOC 325).
how much each assistant receives, and
Salaries paid to graduate assistants at students.
At the previous meeting, the committee Marshall
the lowest among five schools, Teaching assistants are re4uired to work compared to other Ohio schools, "We're in
passed 18 course additions in computer and arandom,areunscientific
study shows.
12 hours aweek; research assistants put in 20 the ballpark with other schools; some pay
mformational sciences.
Graduate School Dean Paul D. Stewart hours aweek. Wearden would ,10t estimate more, no place pays less."
Assistants at Morehead State University
said the normal assistant at Marshall the number of WVU assistants.
receive aflat salary of $2,400. about average
receives $1,800 for anine-month period; the
said, "We're not in competition for
the state, for a nine-month period,
range is from $1,800 to $2,430 for some withWearden
other
state
schools.
I
know
we'
r
e
below
to Patty A. Watts. a graduate
chemistry graduate assistants.
schools like Ohio State and VPI, but I'm sure according
office spokesperson. In- and out-of-state
Late reg1strat1on and the schedule adjust- He said the 195 assistantships at Marshall we're above other schools."
tuit10n
included in the assistantship; 20
ment period scheduled for Wednesday and include apartial tuition waiver for in-state As at Marshall, the range difference in hours ofiswork
is re4uired. Watts said
lhursday, Jan. 18-19, will be conducted in and out-of-state students, and students are salaries of assistants is due to departmental there are aboutaweek
re4uired to work 20 hour aweek.
the same manner as regular regi tn:tion.
differences and is ultima ely decided by the Morehead. 70 graduate assistants at
rhe procedural changes are part of along- Compared with other schools, Stewart academic deans.
The
Uni\ersity
of
Kentucky pa}s its
range plan to change registration. In the said, "We pay lower than the competition, The Dean of Graduate School at Ohio graduate assistants between
$3,100 and
future. the registrar's office hopes to offer and
every
year
we
ask
for
more
money.
I
$4,500,
while
a
few
get
up to $7,000.
University,
Norman
Cohn,
says
the
average
students continuous registration, where think we lose some of the better students to assistant makes about $2,950 for a nine- Associate Dean of Graduate
School Dr.
students can register at any time during the other schools because of this, though month period. He said the range is between Margaret Jones says tuition waivers
are not
semester.
Marshall
does
have
some
fine
students.
"
$2,800
and
3,700;
and
tuition
waivers
are
included;
however,
out-of-state
students
Students with additional 4uestions should Graduate assistants at West Virginia included for both in-state and out-of-state re4uired to pay only in-state tuition. are
contact the rel(istrar's office in Old Main. University
receive between $2,700 and students.
Jones said the teaching and research
$4,500, according to WVU Graduate Dean The 600 Ohio University assistants are assistants total 1,034 at UK.

MU graduate assistant pay
lowest among five school
I, s

'ABC s' will replace time cards

Move asked
in JBoard
makeup plan

Aprocedural change in the method of
selecting Judicial Board members will be
proposed to the Student Conduct and
Welfare subcommittee, according to Rita
Mann, coordinator of student conduct.
Mann, who is serving her first semester as
coordinator, said she has encountered two
problems with the system of selecting board
members. Under the present system, the
board is faced with a lack of minority
representation and alack of willingness and
interest in attending hearings, Mann explamed.
T~e board is now selected by compiling
the names of 30 students and 12 faculty from
the u111versity's master list and then two
students and one faculty member is chosen
to attend the hearing. Mann's proposal is to
have students and faculty interest in JtJdicial
Board membership submit applications to
the Student Conduct office. After screening
interviews, 20 students and 10 faculty
members would be selected from the
applicants, she said. Members chosen would
serve afull academic year.
At the start of each semester, Mann's
office would contact the director of the
Human Relations office and the adviser for
international students to re4uest these
administrators to encourage interested
minorities to apply.
"I have received support(forthe proposal)
from all my superiors," Mann said. "And I
am confident the change ~ill be approved.'

Another 'tough winter' for area
not in cards, Egnatoff predicts
By BEVERLY CHILDERS

South Hall window pane provides an icy view or a rr1pd
Marshall campus where students scurry in anticipation or final
exams.

Cold

indeterminate, mainly because Huntington
lies between an area of colder temperatures
than normal to the northwest and warmer
than normal to the southeast.
Other data of the weather service shows
November temperatures averaging 50.2
degrees or about 4.7degrees above normal.
Meanwhile, November 1976 had an average
temperature of 39.2 or about 6.2 degrees
below normal.
Egnatoff said even with the colder weather
last year, Marshall was well below the 50 per
cent allocation of natural gas and "we could
have lived with alarger cut fo allocations."
But Columbia Gas Co. cut allocations 100
per cent for two weeks last February.
According to the gas company's public
relations manager, James E. Patterson,
"only 15 per cent in cutbacks of natural gas
ai-e expected for this winter for industrial
accounts,
ty." which includes .Marshall UniversiColumbia Gas has "a good supply for the
upcoming winter" because of the combination of new sources of supply-storage fields

Book exchange plan
forming before break Coed floors in South Hall

Student Government is setting up abook
exchange program for Marshall University
students, according to Stude,nt Body President Rick Ramell, Cross Lanes senior.
"With the end of the semester coming up,
we (Student Government) would like to set
up this program to not only save the
student's money, but to make it easier with
the trading of books and buying books for
the next semester," Ramell said. "We feel
that this can all be accomplished before the
students go home for Christmas."
Any MU student who wants to sell his/her
books through this program can contact
Student Government either by stopping by
Room 2W29 in Memorial Student Center or
by calling the office(696-6435). The students
Today will be windy and cold with snow are
leave alist of the books they want to
flurries likely. The high today will be around sell,toalong
name, address, phone
35, with alow tonight of 5. There is a60 per number, and with
cent chance of snow mixed with rain today, each book. how much they're charging for
and a30 per cent chance of snow tonight.
Ramell plans to make copies of the list and
Saturday will be cold with ahigh near 20. distribute
them around campus.Any student
who wishes to buy a book from another
student
is
the student on his own
Today's The Parthenon is the final issue of to make theto contact
transaction.
the fall semester.
The books will not be in Room 2W29 of

Friday
Dateline...·

Photo by MATT urn,1

Reporter
People will be talking about the winter of
'77 for along time-including Karl J.
Egnatoll, vice president 1or auwuuou,-ion,
who last wirner was in his first year of
keeping Marshall heated.
"Last winter was my first and toughest at
Marshall, and probably as tough awinter as
I'll face before Iretire," Egnatoff said.
He doesn't predict a"hard winter" for this
year, but he is prepared for it.
"Historically this area doesn't have two
winters in arow of e4ual intensity," he said.
"While government forecasts for the coming
winter are indeterminate, several private
forecasts predict the weather will not be as
cold as last year's."
He sees no repeat of the unusual weather
patterns that last winter brought warm air of
the prevailing Westerlies to Canada mstead
of the United States.
The long-range winter outlook, released
Nov. 28 by the National Weather Service
predicts the Tri-State's winter will be

the MSC "because 1t would be too complicated," Ramell said. "We would have to
have somebody there all the time to watch
the books."
Joseph E. Vance, director of the
bookstore said that avariety of factors such
as facilities, sources of supply and operating
capital, are involved in order to be
successful. Regardless of what is done, it
takes money to do it, such as printing and
labor costs, he added.
"The bookstore makes aserious effort to
reduce student overall expenditurea in
books," Vance said. "The student is
interested in reducing net cost."
In order to lower the cost expenditure of
books, a larger availability of used books
must be ac4uired, Vance said. "Used books
the best way of reducing net cost of
books."
The bookstore "ffiust sell aused book for
more than the student sold it back because of
the recovery cost of handlina, he said. The
bookstore pays 50 per cent for aused book
and would exceed this amount if the ~ok
was bought orginally from the bookslare, he
added.

are

called 'a good influen-ce'

South Hall dormitory's two coed floors
have been successful and will definitely
remain in existence, according to Amt
Zanzig, director of residence life.
The two coed floors, the fifth and the
eighth, are part of the Modern Language
House.
The idea of coed floors developed
originally from the establishment of the
Modern Language House, according to
Robert E. Yeager, coordinator of student
housing. He said afloor was needed which
had no restrictions, in order to have the
necessary~interaction between the language
students. The physical stucture of South
Hall allowed for this, with the floors divided
evenly between males and females.
Zanzig, said she has received no complaints about the coed floors, and added that
there have been no real problems.
"I am really very much in favor of coed
dorms," Zanzig said, "and I feel they can

have agood influence 011 students if they are
utilized well."
Zanzig sai~ the coed fla_ors will be
continued next semester, although she has
no idea about next year.
Yeager noted that there were "no more
problems with the floors than in the pabt.
"Most coed dorms have male and female
residents living in alternate rooms, and,
therefore, South Hall is not truly coed."
Yeager said.
Nick'Maddox, residence director of South
Hall, said the two coed floors have worked
out well. "People have been extremely
receptive to the idea," he explained. "The
students seem to like it alot. There has been
a little extra anxiety over security, but
generally there's just a nice, laid back
attitude on the floors, and there have been
few hassles," he said.
Both Zanzi1 and Maddox said they would
like to see the idea of coed floors expanded
on campus.

(mainly in Ohio), the Columbia Gulf Co.and
a synthetic gas supplier in Green Spnngs,
Oh10, Patterson said.
He says the gas company is ready for a
winter as cold as last year's.
In October 1976, atotal of 362.2million
cubic feet of gas was used. Only 289.2
million cubic feet was used this October;
November figures are not available yet.
Egnatoff said half of Marshall's buildings
are heated by gas and half by electricity.
"The only impact might be on electrically
heated buildings at Marshall. If the coal
strike lasts beyound four months, Appalachian Power Company has stockpiled
supplies for that period of time," Egnatoff
said.

Moonies refused
CCC
admittance
Arequest by the Unification Church for

membership to the Campus Christian Center
(CCC) was rejected Tuesday by the board of
directors of the CCC.
The board did not feel the purposes of the
Unification Church coincide with those of
the CCC. The purpose of the CCC, as stated
in its letter of incorporation is "to further the
mission of the Christian Church on campus."
The board vote came after its Policy and
Strategy Committee recommended to the
full board that admission be denied.
"I think the decision was based on what
they 'would lose or gain from our being
there," said Jaime Sheeran, state director of
the Unification Church. She added that she
didn't believe it was a"righteous decision."
"What's important is not what the board
of the CCC thinks, but what God thinks."
She believes that God has accepted the
Unification Church.
"Because we've been turned down does
not mean that we will not try again," she
iaid. The church has not yet decided its next
:ourse of action in the matter, Sheeran said.
Dr. Hugh 8. Springer, staffdirector of the
CCC refused to discuss the rejection.
·'Whether they are accepted or not accepted
is not apublic matter," he said.
The CCC doesn't want to condemn any
group· publicly, Springer said. "It (CCC
decision) is private and it is pastoral."
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rejects free trade

LOS ANGELES-AFL-CIO
President George Meany urged
President Carter on Thursday to
abandon America's free trade
policy, calling it "a joke and a
myth" that allows foreign imports to wipe out U.S. jobs and
industries.
In his keynote speech to the
AFL-ClO convention, Meany
also called for administration
backing of a bigger job-creating
economic stimulus program and
rejection of tax cuts for business.
The 83-year-old labor chief
said Carter's commitment to full
employment will be a shallow
promise· if the president fails to
back it up with programs that will
generate four million new jobs
perience in student development was lost, each
year for the next four years
all without student input.

and strong action to protect
American industry from "cutthroat and often illegal foreign
competition."
"A government trade policy
predicated on old ideas of 'freetrade' is worse than ajoke-it is a
prescription for disaster," he said.
Meany called foreign trade "a
guerrilla warfare of economics"
and said the United States "is
being ambushed."
He noted that imports of
manufactured goods increased by
$2 million in the first six months
of 1977, more than the rise of oil
imports.
"The answer is fair trade-do
unto others as they do unto usbarrier for barrier, closed door
for closed cl0or," he said.

Fisher claims the channels of communication are not closed, yet virtually
no students or faculty were asked to
communicate their views on the
reorganization. Had students had this
opportunity, student leaders say Fisher
may not have been promoted to his dual
capacity, Dickerson may not have been
fired, Waite may not have been lost, and
former associate dean Jane Bilewicz may
not have chosen to leave. B1lewicz's
successor, a director of student
organizations, still has not been hired.
While the reorganization itself holds
some benefits for students, the manner in
which 1t was done is 4uestionable at best.
The lack of input from all areas could
only have hampered the efforts of those
responsible for it.
Since the decisions made have already
gone into effect, we must make the best of
what took place. Hopefully, in future
moves, the administration will seek and
accept representative input from all
concerned and affected groups. This
would lend amore open attitude, rather
than to alienate further students and
faculty by making major decisions
virtually in private and then putting them
into effect when most are off-campus
during the summer.

"Things are doing real well,"
said Jack Dixon, the UMW
international representative from
District 23, based in Madisonville, Ky. "People are honoring
our pickets in most places."
Robert. Carter, president of
District 30 in Pikeville. Ky., said
he understood some non-union
miners were ignqring picket lines.
"but I don't know how many.
There are no problems that 1
know of."
Scattered picketing of the few
non-union mines still operating
in West Virginia was reported,
but Dan Fields of the West
Virginia Coal Association said
there was no trouble.
"There are a few mines, very
few, still running," Fields said.

Aspace dedicated to the interchange of opinions
within the university com.munity

Commentary

Student input necessary
in future reorganizations
By DAVID WHITE
Although the effects of the reorganization of Student Affairs are beneficial to
some extent, the entire matter has left
something to be desired.
The realignment of duties has placed
several areas in their proper perspective.
The creation of new positions in the areas
of dormitory living and discipline will
enable the administration to devote the
time needed to deal meaningfully with
two of the most neglected aspects of
student life.
Ann Zanzig, director of residence life,
is already making headway in correcting
some of the problems existing in dormitories for as long as most can
remember. She is meeting with students
on aregualar basis and attempting to help
resident advisers understand their jobs
fully. These steps will undoubtedly make
life better for students who either choose
or are forced to live on campus.
Rita Mann, director of student conduct is solving several problems which
had previously plagued the student
judicial process. Because her position
involves only implementation and enforcement of the student code, she can
give the needed time to do acomplete job.
As a result, students will be given the
attention they need to guarantee they are
treated fairly in disciplinary matters.
But where was student input into the

Letters

reorganization? In the words of many
student affairs administrators and student government officials, there was
none. The reorganization of adivision
crucial to student life was drawn up and
implemented with virtually no student
input.
Dr. Richard G. Fisher was promoted
to a consolidated position of vice
president/~ean of student affairs. Apparently, the only student input into this
administrative decision was through the
press where student leaders often criticized Fisher's actions as dean of students.
Charles E. Dickerson, former associate
dean of students, who was popular and
successful with minority students, was
terminated with apparently no student
input. While Fisher maintains black
student input was c'onsidered in the
decision to dismiss Dickerson, the time
factor seems to negate this contention.
Dickerson was fired in late May, immediately following a Black United
Student (B.U.S.) demonstration anticipating such amove.
Dr. Richard W. Waite, a JO-year
employe ~ho had been named associate
dean of student development, resigned
and was succeeded by Kenneth E. Blue.
Blue had worked underWaite's direction
since 1970. Waite would have received a
$2,700 cut msalary, while Blue received a
$3,840 raise. Blue was promoted, Waite's
salary was cut, and his valuable ex-

Coal strike

themselves into the "other
man's shoes."
They must realize the hazarI have been noticing , with a dous
uncomfortable
sense of hurt, the one-sided, situationsandin which
the miners
feigned stories concerning the work. They must' realize
coal miners and their industry when a miner rides inside that
that have appeared under the mines to start another day'thes
Interchange section over the work, he might not ride back
past few weeks.
at the end of his shift. Idon't
I am disappointed in the out
mean to look down on or to
contents of the various articles scold
authors of these
and with the "artist's" drawings articles.theI simply
to see
supposedly portraying life in the miners at leastdesire
respected, if
the coal fields. I think the not supported, in their
case
to
illustrator who conjured up
deserve.
these representations should be gam the benefits they
Mark Davis
told that his drawings and
TTE 610
intended messages were unappreciated and offensive. His
sketch of miners foreseeing a
strike and therefore preparing
for s4u1rrel season was uncalled ls it any wonder that the
for. In Wednesday's edition, general consensus on Greeks on
the opening, and for some, the Marshall's campus is low? In
impression-forming statement reference to the incident of
"I l's strike time again in the coal Tuesday evening, Dec.6. This
fields" was the last straw.
was no way to exemplify Greek
For years, especially the life to the university or to the
recent ones, coal miners and community. It is only obvious
mining itself have been given a that this is what non-Greeks see.
false reputation because of a The goals of Greek affliliasmall, percentage-wise, group tion are certainly not included
concentrated in various areas in vandalism and larceny ol a
who are the core of coal field fraternity raid. Just as a
strikes occuring all across the reminder, Greek organizations
nation.
are designed to develop
Doubtless to say, this group character, leadership, social
should be singled out and given consciousness and scholastic
the full "recognition" for their 1chievement. "Raiding" conactivities; but not at the expense rad1cts each of these principles.
of the entire union.
The hanging of the proverbial
I think that before anyon·e toilet paper is not only one of
can write about asituation such Dr. Hayes's pet peeves, but is
as this. they must first put also greatly discouraged by the

Fraternity raids

university and the community.
Such explicit exclamation ol
profanity, both verbal and
written, is throughly disgusting.
The sidewalks, windows and
cars are no place to write fourletter words. So~ority members
should not be subjected to this
type of degradation and
defamation.
Vandalism to sorority
members private property (i.e.,
automobiles) is a criminal
offense and should be handled
by the proper law authorities
who incidently should be
treated with the respect they
deserve.
Garbage strewn across lawns,
aside from being a health
hazard, does little to improve a
sorority's best asset which is the
house. It is important to
remember that this 1s what a
non-Greek sees.
Lambda Chi Alpha-we plan
no retaliation.
Janie Phillips
Kenova senior
Tri-Sigma sorority

Thanks

To thank you for agreat semester we are having a
Christmas Special to help you with your Holiday
Shopping.

All tapes two for $10.00
Double tapes $1.00 off
All albums 10 per cent off
Specials are excluded
Open Mon.-Fn. 10:00 am to 8:00 pm

Sat. 10:30 to 5:30 Sun. 1:00 to 5:00 pm

CHARLESTON Pre-dawn
gunfire at asouthern Ohio mine
was the only trouble reported in
the nation's coal fields Thursday
as negotiators prepared to
resume work on acontract for the
160,000 sinking members of the
United Mine Workers union.
No one was injured by the
shots fired at the mine near
Pomeroy, Ohio. Special investigator Gary Wolfe of the
Meigs County sheriffs department said it was undetermined
whether the shots came from
pickets outside the mine or from
non-union f.9remen working inside.
Picketing continued but little
trouble was reported.

61516th St.

696-9186

There's more
than one way
to look at education.

0

None injured
Child's
chain
in Wheeling fire
Afire roared out of control for
'cWORCESTER,
hewed'Mass.-lt downtown
several hours early Wednesday in
Wheeling, destroying
took ajaw-numbing 5,875 sticks
of gum, but Edith Barrett needed
alot of gum wrappers. At 25 gum
wrappers afoot, she has made a
paper chain 235 feet long.
"I started my gum-wrapper
chain in 1974," said Edith, 15, a
10th grade honor student at
North High School. "Making the
gum-wrapper chain keeps me
relaxed."
Edith didn't chew all that gum
1-terself. Classmates chipped in
,1r, rather. chewed in.

one building and damaging two
adjoining structures.
No one was injured by the fire
but one fireman suffered frostbitten hands in the 14-degree
weather and another had a
shoulder sprain, said Capt. Tom
Barry of the fire department.
Firemen estimated damage at
$I million. Six small businesses
were destroyed or heavily damaged, including two bars, a drug
store, an optical shop and ahair
stylist shop.

CHAR LESTON- All of West
Virginia's ski slopes should1 be
open this weekend.
Snowshoe Resort already has
five runs open and Canaan Valley

State Park and Oglebay Park are
scheduleo to open Saturday.
Alpine Lake in Preston County
will open during the weekend,
also.

"I'm tired of unrelated courses."
"No placement percentages."

Explore the difference.

525-6061
Jlshland
Business Gollese

THE JOBS PEOPLE

Suite 200, Arcade Building
Huntington, WV
Shop evenings until 8:45 every night until
Christmas.

State ski slopes open for weekend
dtn~"£lnuitation
Only S.op
~1<qu.1<<J.t<J. th.£ plE-a,:,.u.u ofyou.~ company
at ag:1,, uatE. S.owin9
ofclfnduw 'Down {aiJ.h.ion,:,.
CII;£ §.eat c:AnE.~ico.n. C!foth.in9 Company
&day, th.£ £f1<u£nth. o{'l::iE.cE.mbn
a.t th.uE. o'clock
d/ol,day .a.no{d/u.ntin9ton
.R..$.<VP.
'J. fJJat• r::Jfa.,.d~

Invitations can1640
be picked
at The Only Shop,
FourthupAve.

give her a
Di
aemond
'Pbyromi
s
Ring
GEM-ART i
Show her you care with aGem-Art
"Diamond Promise" ring .. .the
promise of growing love. In 14
karat white or yellow gold ... set
with afiery diamond. When you
select her real engagement ring,
her promise ring is worth full
purchase price in trade.
DIAMOND PROMISE RING

Sale good Thursday and Friday only
Have aMerry Christmas from all of us at OPUS ONE

Opus One in Memorial Student Center

Thinking seriously I
of getting
serious?

To the School of Journalism:
Although not a journalism
major, Ihave spent the last two
years working for the The
Parthenon. In those two years,
Ifeel Ihave learned more than I
could have in any or all of my
classes.
Looking back, there were a

Merry Christmas Marshall

0 ne
u.r

lot of frustrating days wher:
nothing went right and then thl
VDT's decided to break down.
But those days are easily
forgotten. The days I'll
remember are the many ones
when everything went right.
Now that I am leaving The
Parthenon, hopefully to continue my career in journalism, I
would like to thank everyone,
faculty, students and all the
many friends I've made in the
journalism department for putting up with me and my temper.
A special thanks to Bill
Rogers for everything he has
done for me.
Congratulations to everyone
for your newly named School of
Journalism.
Again. thanks to all of you.
Bubba Clark

Gunfire at Ohio mine
begins UMW picketing

The home of the
.Super Sub t so

*2981

Grand Opening Sale
at "(I-\£
. . .iL~ §1-\()I)
. ,.

O
"C,onterriporar'J 1aJ/. ,o,ij
~

10% discount to all Marshall students
and faculty with validated 1.0..

Special on jeans and shirts
open 10-8:45 Monday-Thursday
10-6 Friday and Saturday
1-6 on Sunday

Gift wrapping available
THE1640ONLY
SHOP
Fourth Ave.

1010 THIRU AVENUE Mastercharge &BankAmericard accepted

For The Simple,
Natural Look in Fashion

ASKIRT AND SHAWL SET

The country-living look: softly-colored
plaids done up in adrindle skirt and
fringed shawl of warm, soft, wool and
acrylic blend.
Sizes 5to 13. 32.00 and 36.00

JUNIOR SPORTSWEAR...ON SECOND
Store hours: 10:00 until 5:00; Mondays and
Fridays untll 8:45. 925 Third Avenue. 529-3171.
Ashland 324-8744. Ironton and South Point
(377 Exchange) call Toll Free Enterprise. 3170.

-Problems ?Talwithk themTouchoverLine Group mounts opposition
■

By ALYCE COOPER
For The Parthenon
No matter what the problem, if

it's real to you, it's real to Touch
Line.
"Touch Line is a telephone
information and referral service
provided by students for
students," said Stephen G.
' Naymick, Touch Line director.
Aservice such as Touch Line
• serves two purposes, said Roe
Cooper, transitional living
, speciallst and counselor at the
Community Mental Health
Center in Huntington.
"It can serve as an-alternative
when it might be embarrassing to
talk to friends or family, and
workers are aware of appropriate
' referrals and can provide information ma number of problem
, areas, including rape, alcoholism,
financial aid, academic, personal
or vocat10nal problems and many
others." He said hefeels there can
be therapeutic value in just telling
someone else the problem.
Naym'ick said Touch Line's
main purpose is to let each caller
know that he has been heard and
is under~tood.
Touch Lme operates when
school is in session, Monday
through Thursday, 9 p.m.-12
p.m., and Friday and Saturday, 9
p.m.-1 a.m. Telephone numbers Marshall student calls from auniversity phone booth. Touch
are 696-3111 and 696-2324.
Line calls can help to solve personal or vocational problems.

Weather may delay Building B
Construction of Atademic
Building 8, originally scheduled
for completion in 20 months, may
be delayed due to the cold
weather.
Karl J. Egnatoff, vicepresident for administration, said
that if December is consistently
cold, there could be a delay in
schedule.
However, a representative of
the construction company
Edward L. Nezelek, Inc. said the
company is not concerned as of
yet about the weather.
Academic Building B to be
located on the corner of Fifth
Avenue and 16th Street will

Student awaits
court'
s action
The case of a Marshall

sophomore arrested Nov. 28 by
campus security police in connection with aseries of burglaries in
Laidley Hall will be presented to
the Cabell County Circuit Court
grand jury.
Magistrate Alvie Qualls said
sufficient evidence was found in
the case of Brenda Workman, 19,
of Charleston, for her case to be
bound over for grand jury action
on a$1,000 bond, Qualls said.
The dec1s1on was made at a
prelimmary hearing Dec. 2.
The next grand jury session is
scheduled Jan. 3, Qualls said, but
time to present Workman's case
may not be available then.

house the College of Business and
Applied Science, Department of
Economics, which will become
part of the college in July 1978,
the Department of English and
Home Economics, Egnatoff said.
The building will consist of 28
classrooms, 17 classroom labs
and one large lecture hall which

will accommodate approximately 150 students. Additional office
all\l conference rooms will be
included in the building.
The four-story building will be
similar marchitectural concept to
the Memorial Student Center
and will stand on 94,000 square
feet of space.
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Cfip and Save Christmas Plant Sale

to site of WVU stadium
ByNISY COOK
Assistant New~ Editor

"People's Rights," "Save Our
Community," and "Exploitation
ls The Name Of The Game, Not
Football," are a few of the
slogans popping up in the
Morgantown area concerning the
new West Virginia University
stadium site. These and others
appeared in "An Open Letter to
the People of West Virginia"
from Save Our Community
(SOC).
Some West Virginians are
upset because of $20 million
provided for the new football
stadium, the open letter says.
"The unresponsive heavy hand of
bureaucracy is about to strike,
compounding problems and
creating despair in university city
and the surrounding areainstead of offering remedies," the
SOC announcement states.
In aUPl story in aCharleston
newspaper, Sen. William
\1 oreland, D-M onongalia, ran
into a wall of blockers when he
questioned the legislative subcommittee on higher education
about the need for re-evaluation
plans to build a new stadium.
"I think it's quite obvious
there's no overwhelming sentiment to try to change the
program," Moreland said after a
brief debate on the topic.
Moreland said he was interested
in renovation of the Mountaineer
Field, not building a new structure.
lhe UPl article also discussed
an issue in which Sen. William
5harpe. D-Lewis, asked the
ubcommittee to recommend to
the Board of Regents that its

Today through Dec. 24th

I
~-~-------------------~--~
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vent access to two hospitals and
cause inundation of storm and
sewer lines. Supporters say they
feel the reasons are quite aprice
to pay for anew stadium.
SOC citizens claim in the letter
that neither legislators nor the
university called meetings with
the public before the decision.
They say people should be involved in all decisions affecting
their lives.

F_or the Parthenon
An MU professor told those
present in the Alumni Lounge of
the Memorial Student Center,
Wednesday, that his initial impressions of Egypt were misleading.
Dr. William E. Coffey, who
spent two years mCairo with his
family, said that at first his senses
were overwhelmed.
"I expected market similarities
among Egyptians, but l found
them to be very heterogeneous
society, moreso than American,"
Coffey stated. "Egyptians are
very personal, hospitable, friendly people."
Among elements of society
that Coffey found to differ in "the
third world" were the efficient
sanitation sytstem of Cairo, the
lack of consciousness concerning
time, and the idea of shopping as
a ntual, or regular occurence.
The associate professor of
social studies said as ateacher, he
found Egyptian students to be

easily pleased, appreciative, and
exceedingly respectful of him m
his position. "On the other
hand," Coffey said, "Egyptian
students would often try to test
me and my authority." Having
been taught under an
authontarian system. they were
unaccustomed to democratic
education, which they consider a
weakness, Coffey explained.
Students at the American
University in Cairo, where Coffey
taught during his stay in Egypt,
differed from American students
in their views of the future, he
said. Not having developed a
strong sense of community and
nationality, rather ;t strong personal motivation, Egyptian
students were very pessimistic
about the future of Egypt. These
were typical students, the
associate professor stated.
As a whole, tpe Charleston
native said he found Cairo and
Egypt to be "very stimulating"
despite what he called "misleading initial impressions."
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Garden Gate Plant and Gift Shop

Corner of 12th Street and 3rd Avenue
Across from Ponderosa

TED &ED'S PRO BOWL

L-------------------JAZZ
RESERVATIONS
736-3481

BOWL 2GAMES-GET THIRD FRE::JE
with this ad

Sundays at 10pm
1ings
~~~
t'ruartet

The 2050
monarch
Cale
Third ffv"
f

We serve food and
all legal beverages.

charge of collecting the money
from the 50 meters, which are
expected to generate about $18,000 per year. The money will be
used for maintenance and upkeep
of the meters and parking area.
Metc rs will be installed in
parkmg area K to provide
;tudents with short-term parking,
KarlJ. Egnatoff, vice president of
administrative services, said.
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Thank YouFM88
For Listening
All Semester!

We'll be signing off the air at midnight
Saturday, December 10, qutwe'II be back
next semester for more of the·

MUSIC ULIKE ATWMUL.

POPS
CONCERT

the good wool sweater..
forthe active man.

s2400

Sweaters and wool are agreat natural pair for
comfort. This good looking V-neck pullover is
in Superwash 100 per cent virgin lambswool.
Completely machine washable; colors navy,
camel, burgundy, silver grey. S-M-L-XL.
Wool, in aclass by itself.

Featuring The University Singers
18 Singers/Dancers
plus a7piece band

PURE woo~
The sewn-in Woolmark label
1s your assurance of quality,
tested fabrics made of the
world"s best .Pure Wool.
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Old Main Auditorium
ec.13,Tuesday
:00 p.m.
dmission Free
I
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321 10TH ST.

r_._.,,- II

EASTERN HEIGHTS
SHOPPING CENTER
PRIVATE PARTIES
PRIVATE LESSONS
FREE CLINICS
BALL SERVICES

Chalked tires prevent
meter-feeding on Lot K

Meter-feeding will be
prohibited on Lot Kand Campus
Security will be chalking tires to
monitor the length of time cars
use the lot, David Scites of MU
Security said.
Atwo-hour parking limit has
been placed on the lot and
violators will be written citations,
Scites said. The cost of the
parking meters will be 25 cents
for two hours. Security is in

I

Sunday 1-7

number one priority this year for
capital improvements be a new
chemistry building at WVU.
Some of the arguments by the
people supporting SOC included
those that the new location of the
WVU football stadium will cause
congestion on narrow roads
already congested. disrupt and
devalue homes, block lire and
other emergency vehicles, pre-

Professor enjoys Cairo,
finds
Egyptians friendly
By MICKIANNE FRYMIER

20% off

All plants, foliage, bonsai, terrarium plants, etc.

HUNTINGTON

65international students to visit
Marshall during Christmas break
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Changes made
in language floor

Marshall's modern language floor at South Hall had its share of
problems this semester but some radical changes have been made
and things are looking up.
That's the word from William E. Kingsbury,Jlssistant professor
of modern language and head of the language floor. He said he was
afraid students might have lost some interest this semester, but.
stressed that by next semester the floor would be running a lot
smoother. "It's kind of like asculptor, you start out just hammering
away to get the general shape and then you start to refine it,"
Kingsbury explained.
Micki Frymier, Parkersburg sophomore. said student complaints were nothing that couldn't be corrected. "We just need a
place to cook international meals and we need to be alone."
Director of Residence Life Ann Zanzig said she felt they were at
first "just alittle too optimistic."
Zanzig said a major problem was nonprogram persons on the
floor. She said the floor needed more study before it was started but
that changes for the floor looked good.
Both Kingsbury and Frymier said the resident advisers (RA),
Pierre Fauve of Brest, France, and Manena Fayos of Madrid,
Spain, had too many duties. They have now been made resident
speakers of their language and new RAs have been appointed.

-Some freshmen find
college /ifelacking
8) CAROL PROCTOR
Reporter
College often doesn't fulfill
what students anticipate when
they first enter the halls of
academia at least that's what
some freshmen say after their first
semester on campus.
Susan M. Dailey, Charleston,
said social life is good, but she
expected more big parties such as
sorority and fraternity parties.
Dailey said she thought studies
would be much harder and
studying was all she would have
time to do. "I go out more than I
thought Iwould," she said.
Jocy E. Skeens. Parkersburg,
said classes are easier than he
expected. Skeens, who is carrying
14 hours, said he doesn't study as
much as he anticipated.
Debbie D. Little, Charleston,
said she knew dormitory food
wouldn't be home cooking, but
she didn't expect it to
progressively get worse. "I eat
out alot more than Iexpected,"
she said.
Phillip A. Wilmoth, Elkins,
said he thought the people were
"strange" at MU.
Kim LeRoy, Charleston, said
she was prepared for classes to be
difficult, but not as difficult as she
found them.
LeRoy said people misled her
by advising her to take what she

called difficult courses her
freshman year. She cited
chemistry and zoology.
LeRoy said this semester she
has learned to budget her money
as well as take on responsibility.
•• 1expected to mature, but not
this much."
Eddie Harper. Charleston, said
he d1d n't expect college to be as
d1ff1cult nor did he expect so
many extra costs.
"I really have to budget my
money," he said. "The food is
tcmblc, also. I never expected 11
to be so bad," he added.
Roger E. Sams. Parkersburg,
said he didn't expect studies to be
so easy.
"Dormitory life isn:t what I
expected either." He said he was
disappointed in campus and
dormitory activities.
Jim W. Brittan, Vienna, said he
is disappointed in the food. "l
tried not to get ameal ticket this
semester." he said.
Brittan said campus activities
and clubs in Huntigton are
"poor," and there are fewer
intramural acll\ ities than he expected.
Ron E. Flanagan. Vienna. said
he didn't believe dormitory life
would be so strict.
One point all freshmen agreed
on was that finals are going to be
achallenge.

Smoker's
Shanty
We have aStarter Kit: GBD Pipe,
Package of Pipe Cleaners, Pipe tamper,
and one ounce of tobacco for only
$9.00.
We carry all pipe accessoriesLighters
Custom Blended Tobaccos
Name Brand PipesBen Wade, Lorenzo, Comoy,
Gefapip, Jarl, Jobey,
GBA.
Cigars and Imported Cigarettes

East Hills Mall, Rt. 60 East, Huntington, WV
11-8 Mon.-Sat. 1-5 Sun. during Christmas

Not just apipe Shop, But Curieators of fine Tobacco.

BAPTIST TEMPLE Ninth Avenue at 21st St., Syl G.
Adkins, Minister. 525-5353. Services: Sunday School9: 30, Morning Worship-10:40, Church Training-5:30,
Evening Worship-7:00, Wednesday Prayer Meeting &
Mission Groups-7:00.
FIFTH AVENUE BAPTIST CHURCH 5th Avenue at 12th
Street. Phone: 523-0115. Frederick 0. Lewis, Associate
Minister. Sundays: 9:30 a.m.-College Bible Class. 10:45
a.m.-Worship Service. "7:00 p.m.-Youth Fellowship.
Wednesday: 6:00 p.m.-Dinner (reservations) 7:00
p.m.-Bethel Bible Series-College Grow Group.
TWENTIETH STREET BAPTIST CHURCH Twentieth St.
and Fifth Ave., Rev. Neil W. Hoppe, Pastor. 523-0824.
Services: Sunday Morning Worship--10:45, Sunday
EveningService-7:00, Wednesday Evening Prayer-7:00.
GRACE GOSPEL CHURCH Adams Avenue and 12th
Street West. Huntington, West Virgina. Sunday Morning
Service and Sunday School-10:00 a.m., Sunday Evening
Service-7:00 p.m. Wednesday night service and prayer
service-7:30 p.m. College and Career Saturday night7:00 p.m. Visitation Tuesday night-7:30 p.m. Choir
Thursday night-7:30 p.m. Pastor: Dr. Melvin V. Efaw.
Assistant Pastor: Lucky Shepherd. Christian Education
and Youth: Rev. Tom Hedges. Visitation Minister:
Luther W. Holley. Dial-A-Devotion (anytime, day or
night) 525-8169.

During the holiday break, 65
international students will be at
Ma rs hall for the 12th annual
Christmas International House
(ClH).
The CI His established in 37
different cities and towns
throughout the country, said
Judy Miller, international student adviser. 1nternational
students receive an application
which allows them to choose four
cities as poss1bilit1es, Miller said.
If the student is approved, one of
the four cities will be given for
him or her to attend for the
Christmas season.
Although students must have
transportation to get to and from
·the city, food and recreation are
provided at each ClH, she added.
Of the 150 international
students at Marshall University
only four are participating in the
CIH here, she said.
Photo by GREG !<MITH
Miller said many Marshall
Sylvester Drobney, Massillion, Ohio, sophomore, 11itcrnat1onal students chose to
prepares to slam asnowball during abattle at Hodges spend the Christmas holiday in
warm climates such as Jacksonthis week. Could he be taking abreak before starting ville,
f- la. "This offers them a
finals?

chance to sec another area of the
country," she said.
!"he students will tour various
spots including the state capital,
where they will v1s1t the
legislature, Alloy Products Division of the International Nickel
Co (INCO), Pilgrim Glass Co.,
1he Huntington Fire Department, Huntington Galleries.

Ashland Oil and the Huntington
Publishing Co.
The Pea Ridge Woman's Club
will have an additional party Dec.
28 for the students featuring
s4uarc dancing.
The CI Hwas begun in 1965 at
the First Presbyterian Church in
Huntington by assistant Pastor
Pete Pctt:rson. Since then the
organization has grown to have a

national center in Atlanta, Ga.
The CIH has helped many international students see this country.
Miller has r~ce1ved. many
letters of thanks 1:ach \ear from
the students who stav a·t the first
Presbyterian Church and many
ol them ask to return the fol owing year.
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Nursing, journalism departments
observe changes in name only

By ALYCE COOPER
tor the Parthenon
!he departments of journalism
and r,ursing arc no more. They
now bear the titles of School of
Journalism and School of Nurs1ng after the Board of Regents
approved academic reorganization Tuesday.
"f-or us it's achange in name
only. We have been functioning
aschool for several years," said
Dr. Dery! R. Leaming, director
of the School of Journalism.
"We are very happy about it,"
said Mrs. Jeanne M. DeVos,
acting director and associate in
science and nursing.
Leaming said a characteristic
of aschool 1s that it offers more
than one areas of study. and that

a~

Take him
agiftfrom
our great
selection.
Gloves
Scarves
Slacks
Shirts
Sweaters
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journalism provides five se4uences.
!he proposal was made two
years ago, he said. Ralph J.
Iurner. assistant professor of
journalism said the department
appreciated cooperation and
support from the university community.
1urner said he hopes the
change will help in recruitment of
4uah1y students. "We already
have 4uality students. We want
to maintain and increase that
standard." It will also be

DOWNTOWN
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"Oh,
God!"
Today 1:25-3:2~ [Ba

TODAY 2:00 Ii]
3:50-5:40-7:30
9:20·

beneficial to graduates when they
begin job hunting. he said. adding
that the school considers itself
profcssonal in nature.
According to DeVos, the
School of '-I ursing will be parallel
to the School of Medicine.
"Speaking futurist1cally, we hope
to expand our programs beyond
the associ:ii'c 111 science and
bachelor of science degrees, to
include continuing education for
nurses, a nurse pract1t1oner
program, or perhaps graduate
studies.

5:25-7:25-9:25
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Dog Days
Ahead

Wiener King
Captures
Frankfooter!
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Only To Play
FRANKFOOTER.
Wiener King.,

Christmas is atime
for love stories.

9244thAvt.

Open
Weekdays tlll 9pm.

The Diamond Store of Huntington

HIGHLAWN BAPTIST CHURCH 28th St. &Collis Ave.,
Jim Franklin, Pastor. Jerry Chapman, youth pastor. 5221282. Services: Early Morning Worship-8:30 a.m.,
Sunday School-9:45, Morning Worship-11 :00, Evening
Worship-7:30, Wednesday night prayer meeting-7:00.
SEVENTH AVENUE UNITED METHODIST· CHURCH
Seventh Ave. and 20th St. 525-8336. Dan Johnson,
minister. Sunday: 9:30 a.m.-College Class. 10:45Worship.
FIRST UNITED METHODIST CHURCH 1124 First Ave.
Ministers: Garrett Evans, Ralph G. Sager, Lander Beal,
Clyde Sindy. 522-0357. Services: Sunday College Career
Class-9:30, Morning Worship-10:45.
JOHNSON MEMORIAL UNITED METHODIST
CHURCH Fifth Avenue at Tenth Street, Senior Pastor, E.
David DuBois. Associate Ministers, Wayne F. Ransom and
William G. Thompson, 111. 52~-8116. Sunday Worship 8:45
and 11:00. Church School 9:45. College Class9:45. Youth
Programs begin at 5:00.
OTTERBEIN UNITED METHODIST CHURCH 2044 Fifth
Avenue, William DeMoss, Pastor. 525-9664. Services:
Sunday Worship Service-9:30, Sunday College &Young
Adult Group-10:30, Wednesday College &Young Adult
Bible Study-6:45. (Rides leave church at 6:30.)
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH 1015 Fifth1Ave., Lynn
Temple Jones & Gray Hampton, Pastors. 523-6476.
Services: Sunday Morning Worship-10:50, Evening
Programs-6:00, Town and College Class-9:30.

HIGHLAWN PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH 2814 Collis
Ave., Dr. R. Jackson Haga, Pastor. 522-1676. Services:
Sunday School-9:45, Morning Worship-11 :00, College
Youth in homes on Sunday Evening, Wednesday
Supper-6:00 and Bible Study-6:30.
TRINITY CHURCH OF GOD Twenty-Seventh St. &
Third Avenue., Rev. Fred Davey, Pastor. 522-7313.
Services: Sunday School-9:30, Morning Worship10:45, Evening Worship-7:00, Wednesday Prayer and
Bible Study-7:00.
EASTLAND CHURCH OF GOD (Headquarters
Cleveland, Tennessee) 10th Ave. &23rd St. Rev. R.W.
Clagg, Pastor. 523-9722. Services: Sunday School-9:45,
Morning Worship-11:00, Evening Worship-7:30,
Wednesday-?: 30.
FIRST CHURCH OF CHRIST, SCIENTIST (Christian
Science), 11th Ave. at 12th St. Sundays: 11 a.m.-Sunday
School (young people 10 age 20), 11 a.m.-Testimony
meeting, Wednesdays, 7:30 p.m. Free public Reading
Room (Lending Library, Bibles. Christian Science
literature) 514 9th St., open 11-4 p.m. weekdays except
holidays.
CHURCH OF CHRIST Twenty-Sixth St. &First Ave..
Donald Wright, Minister. 522-0717. Services: Sunday
Bible Study-9:45, Morning Worship-10:30, Evening
Worship-7:00, Wednesday Services-7:30. Tranportation provided.
CHRIST TEMPLE 1208 Adams Avenue. Rev. Roland
Gardner, Pastor. 522-7421. Services: Sunday School10:00, Evangelistic Service-7:00, Wednesday Prayer
Meeting and Bible Study-7:00, Friday Youth Service7:30.

NORWAY AVENUE CHURCH OF CHRIST 1400 Norw.i,
Avenue, John W. Miller Sr., Minister. 523-5099. Sunda,
Morning Worship-10:30 a.m.. Sunday Evening
Worship-7:00 p.m. Sunday College Bible Class-9:45
a.m. Wednesday College Bible Class-7:30 p.m. Church
phone: 525-3302. Transportation is available.
SIXTH AVENUE CHURCH OF CHRIST 530 Twentieth
St., Larry J. Beard, Minister. 523-6181. Services: Sunda,
Bible School-9:30. Morning Worship-10:35. E,ening
Worship-7:00, Wednesday Mid-Week Pra\er
Meeting-7:00.
MARSHALL CATHOLIC COMMUNITY 1673 Filth
Avenue, Fr. Mark V. Angelo. Chaplain. 525-4618.
Masses: Sunday-11 :00 a.m. and 5:30 p.m. (Folk Mass) Jt
the Campus Christian Center Chapel. Dail\ ,\1as,: 4:00
p.m. except Wednesday and when announced. CCD
Sunday morning at 10:00 Nurserv tor 11 :00 Ma.,.,.
B'NAI SHOLOM CONGREGATION no\, meeting Jt
the Temple Jt 10th Ave. &10th St. Rabb, Fred \\enier.
522-2980. Se,ices: Frida\ night Jt 7:45. and SaturdJ\
morning at 9:00.
BETHEL TEMPLE ASSEMBLY OF GOD \\ashington
Avenue. Re,. Clinton Rogers. PJstor. 523-3505. St>n 1:e~
Sund.iv School-10:00. Morning 'l'\orship-11:00. Sund.iy Evening-7:00. Wednesd.i, hening-7;30. \\ednt>~day Choir PrJctice-8:45.
TRINITY EPSICOPAL CHURCH 520 E.lt>H'nth St., 5296004. Re,. Robt'rt L. Thom,b. Rector: Re,. D,l\1d \\
Sailer. .i,,istJnt. Sen ice, ;-· 30 .ind 11 :00. Chr1,t1Jn
EducJtion 9:45. Elertl\e rourst's tor Jdult,.
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Herd to attempt sta~pede of ~.~.L, .
By KEN SMITH
Spo t Ed"tI or
While cowboys~ andrSbuffaloes
may conjur up

v1sions of a Zane Grey novel instead of a
basketball game, those two mascots will set the
stage tonight at Memorial Field House when
Marshall meets Oklahoma State in the first
round of the IIth and last Marshall Memorial
lnvitatiional (MMI) cage tournament.
Prior to the 9 p.m. MU-OS U contest,
Southern Illinois will play Auburn at 7p.m.
J"he winners of the opening round games will
play for the MM Ititle at 9p.m., and the losers
will battle for third place at 7p.m.
Explosive Oklahoma State will bring a 3-1
record and 96-point scoring average in to the
game. The Big Eight Conference's Cowboys
lost Wednesday night to interstate rival Texas
108-87.
Both teams will be using the tournament as a
springboard to conference competition.
Marshall meets its first Southern Conference

foe Dec. 17, while the Cowboys play in the Big
Eight Prcseason Tournament Dec. 27-30.
And both s4uads boast new head coaches
who left NCAA tournament teams to take over
rebuilding programs. Stu Aberdeen came to
Huntington after serving as associate head
coach at University of Tennessee and helped
guide the Volunteers to the 1977 Southeastern
Conference title. OSU mentor Jim
K11lingsworth was formerly head coach at
Idaho State and led the Bengals to the Big Sky
conference crown and upset of national champ1onship favorite UCLA in postseason tournament play.
Killingsworth 1saveteran of MMI tourneys,
bringing his Idaho State teams to Memorial
Field House in 1974 and 1976. The Bengals
finished third during their.first appearance here
but took Marshall to the wire in last year's title
game, losing 98-88 in overtime.
The Cowboys are led offensively by 6' 4"
junior guard Mark Tucker and 6' 6" senior

f~rward Olus H_older. Atran_sfer st~~ent,
l. ucker has averaged
16.75· points· in OSU
sfirst
. Holder
four games while
1s sconng at a17•3cI"1PHowever, the Cowboys may have an extra
bonus available for use in the MM I. Transfer
guard Robert Vigil of San Juan, Puerto Rico,
has not been able to play this season because his
transcript has not yet been received at his new
school. If eligible, he JJ'"obably will start at
guard with Tucker.
Marshall's scoring punch is provided by
junior wingman Carlos"Bunny"Gibson, who is
averaging 19.5 points per game. He is backed
up by last season's leading scorer, senior
wingman Greg Young, who boasts a 16-point
1verage.
Fresbman high post man Ken Labanowski is
the team's leading rebounder, averaging eight
caroms per contest. The 6' 7'' New Yorker
averages 9.5 points per game.
The first game tonight will match 1977
Missouri Valle)'. Conference kingpin Southern

l'hoto bJ (;Ru; ~MITH

MU swimmers 'Splash' against WVU
By MIKE KENNEDY

mark.

A nvalry began last year
between Wiegel and Marshall
senior backstroker, Dana St.
Claire. The Mountaineer
swimmer( then afreshman) handed St. Claire his only MU dual
meet loss in the 200, finishing .2
seconds ahead of him with a
1:59.6 mark.
lhe two met again in the
l.:.astern championships, with St.
Claire finishing fourth behind
Wiegel's record-setting time of
.54 seconds in the 100.
However. St. Claire sank
Wiegel in the 200 bsickstroke of
the same meet, finishing second
and more than two seconds ahead
of him (Wiegel finished fourth).
"This 1s Dana's last chance to
meet Wiegel in dual competition,
and he is looking forward to
wmning," Saunders said. "On the
other hand, Wiegel will probably
be looking to maintain his
dominance."
Wiegel also swims the individual medley, and will be
challenged by MU freshman
Bnan Ihnen. "lhenen's high
school time was close to Wiegel's
but the real test lies ahead this
weekend." Saunders said.

""'' "' "A"b"rn

s4uad. Although faced with heavy graduation•
losses. coach Paul Lambert's s4uad still can be a
factor in the MYC race.
Junior forward Gary Wilson scored 23 points
and grabbed eight rebounds in the Saluki's 8765 win over Roosevelt College of Chicago.
Wayne Abrams, a 6' 6" sophomore guard.
scored 17 points and pulled down six rebounds
in the opening win.
Auburn, coached by Huntington Vinson
High School graduate Bob Davis, brings a 1-1
record into its first MM Icompetition. The War
Eagles lost to Houston 88-87 and downed South
Honda 71-54.
The Southeastern Conference school is paced
by 6' 8" senior forward Mike Mitchell, an allconference selection last season who averaged
19.4 points per game. He was third in the SEC
scoring race behind Tennessee standouts
Bernard King and Ernie Grunfeld, both
Aberdeen recruits. So far this season, the senior
baveraging 14.5 rebounds per game.
Commentary Analysis
By KEN SMITH
Sports Editor
felt, what I experienced as loss
The LAST column.
What can be said about this after loss after loss after loss
semester? What can ade4uately reeled before my eyes. And in
describe the holocaust that every other sport, Iput forth my
developed from the humiliating opinions as honestly and as
2-9 campaign? What can convey accurately as possible.
the true impact of the ridiculous Icaught hell for it. From the
basketball setback to Morris Huntington media, students,
faculty, athletes, the campus
Harvey'1
And on adifferent note, how radio station all had their shots
can one describe the elation the at my carcass. They swarmed
cross country runners must have over me like gadflies, biting.
felt as they easily outdistanced scratching, clawing, screaming.
everyone else in the Southern But I kept my journalistic
pride. I kept it up, hopefully
Conference?
What do you say about one never compromising my true
bright spot in an otherwise black beliefs. Itook both the constructive criticism and.the cheap shots
pit of athletic hell'!
Get off the football team. 1n stride, listenipg and learning.
There 1s no total blame for the It's not easy covering weak
team's collapse, merely scattered teams. not .:asy writing about
bits of the shrapnel that shredded consecutive losses, not easy
the floundering gridders. "rit1ng about anew coach's most
Ballistics can trace part of the humiliating loss. But Idid it. day
evidence to ~Hickson Hall the alter day after day.
coaches, the athletic staff. The I don't want to pat myself on
bloody trail continues to Hodges the back. Idid what any sports
Hall, where the unfortunate men editor should do to fulfill his
of Marshall now retire after their responsibility to the public and lo
ultimate defeat.
the publication.
But alarge chunk of the blar,:ne So it's over. ·1 he Indefat1gable
hes on the media who failed to Journalist has tried. Jl,;ext
4uestion the initial prediction of semester will introduce new faces.
conference dominance spewing new columns. new outlooks to
from the catacombs of lhe Parthenon. Whether my
Gullickson Hall. The Herald- 1,1ews will be continued by the
Dispatch. the Advertiser. new management is unknown.
WKEE. WSAZ. WOWK, and Hut I did my bit. And no
yes. [he Parthenon all failed to matter what else may be said
challenge the predictions, to about me. Ihope I'm given credit
prepare the public for ateam that for that.
was in no way ready to challenge What else can Isay...
for the SC title. So when disaster
hit. 1t hll like a nuclear warhead
on a community without bomb Planning aDisco
shelters. And it will be a long for the holidays.
time before the survivors can
crawl out of the crater and Call Universal Sound
rebuild the fallout-stricken struc- 529-34 74after 5:30
tu res.
In other words, the public can
be duped once. After that, the
task nears the impossible. And in
an apathetic community such as
Huntington, the Herd would
seem to be dead and buried for at
least several more seasons if they
cannot put together a winning
campaign next year.
Throughout that dismal
season, Iwrote what Isaw, what I

'I did my bI•t,

Gary Lapelle, left, presents swim team captain Dana St.
'Wet T-shirt' Claire
with a"Water Buffalo" T-shirt Lapelle designed for
the Marshall swimmers.
'Toughest meet'-coach Saunders

For The Parthenon
Marshall's men's swim team
will meet West Virginia Universi:
ty (WYU) Saturday at 2p.m. in
Gullickson Hall Nautitorium, in
what coach Bob Saunders has
dubbed the toughest dual meet of
the season.
"They arc a well-balanced,
good all-around team," Saunders
said. "They have an outstanding
500 and 100 (yard) freestyler in
freshman Ed Denny. who could
possibly rewnte WY U's distance
records."
The Herd opened Southern
Conference dual meet competition last Saturday with a 59-52
victory over Appalachian State
Univers1ty, evening its season
mark at 1-1. WVU carries the
same record after downing Navy
72-41, Wednesday.
The Mountaineers have two
Eastern Collegiate Swimming
and Diving Championship
winners back from last year.
John Havlik set the record in the
200 butterfly with atime of 1:53,
while Parr Wiegel won the 100
backstroke with a :54 second
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•Tm not sure 1f our distance
swimmers, Steve Biron and Mark
Sheridan, are ready," Saunders
said. "They will have to break
school records set two years ago,
if they expect to be competitive.
Denny will open with abig lead,
and Biron and Sheridan will have
to stay close if they want to make
ago of it. It will be an exciting
and fast race, but I'm not sure
how we will do."

Randy Nutt, afreshman 50 and
100 freestyler, and Steve
Priban1ch. a junior in the 200
breatstroke, are the key to a
Marshall victory, according to
Saunders.
The absence of a competitive
diver remains a problem for the
Herd.
"We can't spot ateam like this
16 points and expect to win, so
the pressure 1s really on Pribanich
and Nutt," Saunders said.

To add to the rush of the last
week of classes. the women's
basketball team has been faced
with abusy schedule and alosing
streak.
"We will be taking each game
step by step this season," coach
Donna Lawson said. "The team
1s learning from its mistakes.
W1th a young team and a
schedule like we have, I can't
predict any outcomes yet."
Wednesday night the Green
Gals fell to Morehead at

More head, 88-61. More head was
led by a 20-point, 17-rebound
performance by forward Donna
Murphy. Marshall's leading
scorer was Mary Lopez with 18
points, followed by Agnes
Wheeler with 11 and Paula
Hatten with 10.
Today, the Green Gals will
travel to Johnson City, Tenn., to
take on the women cagers of East
Tennessee State. Saturday, the
Marshall hoopsters will play
Radford College at Radford.

Morehead gals top
Marshall cagers

Coming
home
for
the
holidays?
Be sure to stop In at Budget Tapes &Records and The Cellar.

COMER'S

Custom Picture Framing

We frame:pictures,
diplomas,posters,
awards,etc.
certificates,
Across from Foodland on 16th St.
Comer's Frame Shop

Now appearing
at the Glass Onion

~,
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Fri. &Sat. 10to2
Southern Ohio's Favorite Boogie Band
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We deliver
draught beer .
BRISBIN DISTRIBUTING CO.
801 Adams Ave. Ph. 523-6390

1977 Jos Schlitz Brewing Company. Milwaukee. Wis

The Beach
the best
soundBoys
in CarhaveStereo

For your convience a New Budget
Tapes and Record now in Cross Lanes.

100 yards straight through the stop light.

~IG. P □ LLJ~PLAY.

The Beach Boys know sound. That"s why they selected CRAIG
Powerplay systems for their cars. CRAIG Powerplay sdual amplification
produces over three times more power than virtually any other car stereo
This componentry feature delivers clearer sound. with less distortion at
all volume levels. Not just more volume. The Beach Boys Powerplay car
stereos are matched with Powerplay Speakers. which are specifically
designed to handle the extra power.

SAVE$30
(304) 776-6767
5526 Big Tyler Rd.
Cross Lanes,
West Virginia

(304) 925-6032
3708 MacCorkle
Ave., S.E.
Charleston,
West Virginia

Mon-Fri.11-9 Saturday 11-6 Sunday 12-6
Lowest EVERYDAY prices on tapes and records in the Valley.
Save even more on weekly specials.

Was
$149.98

unique clothes for
guys and girls
925-2110

The Cellar downstairs in Charleston

We have edible underwear.

NOW

$119.98

•··

~ -- --~'

~IG.
Model T202

'

--= -- - \

Cassette FM Radio
Automatic reverse

Rash's CB Center

3604 Waverly Road Rt. 60 West Huntington W.Va. 429-4406

•
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Cameus briefs

..RefAeMSE!R 'IJt\eN1'He SCA~

Chief Justice to be distributed

The shipment of the 1977 Chief Justice will arrive on campus
Saturday, according to Judie Taylor, St. Albans senior and editor
of the 1978 Chief Justice.
Yearbooks will be distributed Monday-Friday from 9a.m. to
noon in the Smith Hall lobby and in Smith Hall Room 309 in the
afternoon, Taylor said. The Chief Justice is available to anyone
who was afull-time student last year.
The Chief Justice will be shipped to last year's seniors directly
from the plant to tt.e students' home addresse~, Taylor said.

M\l)tiiGI-IT MOVie WAS Sft>OK1eR
TMAN
Tf,le 11 :o'CLOCKNeWS...

Graduate students to exhibit art
The art work of two Marshall graduate students will be on
exhibit at the Smith Hall Art Gallery Monday through Friday. Betty McClure, of Huntington will exhibit prints and drawings
superimposed on prints. Drema Duncan of Charleston will display
several of her water colors.
Both are December candidates for amasters degree in art.
The exhibit will open with apublic reception Sunday, from 4-6
p.m.

'Common sense' Almanac
best for driving
By SENTA GOUDY
For The Parthenon
ls your car ready for the drive
i1ome? Do you know what to do
on icy roads and snow?
Common sense, according to
Ronald K. Samples, owner of
Auto Tech Inc., is the best
precaution in winter driving.
According to Samples, some
tips on traveling during the
holidays are: plan to travel
during the least amount of traffic,
leave ample time to make the trip,
be alert to weather and road
conditions, listen to the radio for
information, remain at aconstant
speed when driving on hazardous
roads, anticipate starts and stops
and us~ lights and flashers when
necessary.

To get you car ready for cold
weather, tune it well, Samples
said. Have the starting, charging
and coolant systems checked.
Make sure the anitfreeze level in
the car is good enough for the
cold weather, he added.
Good tires are also important.
Even though they are not snow
tires, good tires, especially radials
ate better than poor tread,
Samples said.
When starting acar, do not
race the engine while it is warming up, Samples cautioned.
Everything is cold and it forces
metal against metal, which will
accelerate wear on car parts, he
explained. Give the car at least 23 minutes to warm up before
starting out, he said.

Movies
"Godspell" will be shown
today at 7:30 p.m. in the Multipurpose Room.

The movie "Rev. Moon in
America," will be shown today at
7:30 p.m. in Memorial Student
Center Room 2W22. Admission
is free and adiscussion will follow
the movie.

Coffee House

Cathy Keller will perform on
acoustical guitar today and
Saturday at 9p.m.

Greeks

Miscellaneous
The Newman Association will

hold its Christmas party Sunday
at the new Newman house following the 5:30 p.m. Mass. Dates
and new members are welcome.
There will be ref~shments and a
live band.
The Marshall Fencing Club
will have a dual fencing meet
Saturday at · 10 a.m. in the
women's gym. Everyone is invited.
St,udents, faculty, administrators and staff are
welcome to visit the Human
Relations Center, IW2S
Memorial Student Center, Monday, 2:30-4:40 p.m. There will be
areception and introduction of
the new director and the center's
staff.
Marshall 4-H Club will leave
the Student Center Monday at 8
p,m. for Christmas caroling.

Delta Zeta will hold its annual
winter formal today from 9p.m.1a.m. at the Riverside Country
Club.
Tau Kappa Epsilon will have
its 30th anniversary dance at the
Huntington Civic Center Saturday from 9p.m.-1 a.m.
Dorothy E. "Bubba" Clark has been elected "Most Valuable
Deadline for submitting prose, Tentative date for distribution Delta Zeta will collect Christ•
Staff Member" by the fall staff of The Parthenon.
poetry and art work for publica- is in May.
mas toys from members for the
Clark, a Wheeling junior, has been the newspaper's chief tion in Et Cetera, Marshall's
typesetter since the start of the fall semester and has been on the literary magazine, Is Dec. 19.
production staff for two years.
Boxes used for contributing
The award ispresented each semester to astaff member chosen can be found in Old Main, Smith
by the newspaper's student employes. Clark is the first recipient of Hall and in all dormitories.
Happy 13th. Hope you
the award.
Contributions are also being William.
aMerry Christmas with
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John H. Clark Jr., Clark holds an accepted in the Et Cetera office, have
me. Ilove you. Bimbo.
A.S. degree in secretarial science from Marshall.
Old Main Room 351.
Mark, May yoµr Christmas
season be be filled with much
!eve and cheer. Love you,
Susie.
Jamie, Martin, Frank, Wolf,
Doug, Dave and Mark-Party Seth, You're the best thing that
down on Christmas. Love ever happened to us. Love, Merry Christmas-Debbie,
Vicki, Fang, Jill, Graeme, Gino,
Anita.
Lindy and Rhonda.
Hodges Hall, Ruia, Ava.
HED-You maC.:e my semester a Angie : More than yesterday, Virginia Kid.
very merry one. Have aspecial less than tomorrow. Say hello
Larry Merry Christmas
Christmas, Love Anita.
to lucy for me. Jeff.
Schweetie, from your Main
Jeff, the best thing that ever aaby Oather-l'm really anxious Squeeze.
for
Christmas
...
thanks
to
happened to me, I love you,
you.. .for everything. Love, Blue
Merry Christmas, Angie.
tyes.
Spring can be stimulating with
three, Merry
Merry
Christmas and Happy To my sisters
"Government
and
Media
in
0•
and aHappy New
Conflict" (Journalism 481). Try New Year to everyone at Christmas
Debbie, Vicki and BrenWMUL-TV from Donna Year,
it. You'll like it.
da.
Maynard.
Birthday Lisa Harper on
Merry Christmas to Kim, Happy
December
Bruce, Gayle, Tom, Juanita, your friends.17th, with love all
Have an ace of aChristmas and Hue,
Leighann,
Linda
and
Five year protection program
adeuce of diamonds New Year. especially to Charlie.
Speaker exchange program
I~st
wish the accounting office the
To Vic.ki: I wish you joy in .the
Christmas ever and a
Free turntable/stylus
celebration of our savior's birth.
Happy New Year.
calibration program
Love David.
Barbie,
probably
can'
t
come
Liberal trade-in allowances
over during Christmas because Merry Christmas Adam
Happy Holidaze, 01 man Hall. my reindeer are on strike. Love Matthias, Brooks, Frank,
Home installations
You're areal friend.
Santa Claus. P.S. will miss you Kelley, Chris and George BenQualified sales assistance
son Brown. From B.J.
badly.
Component evaluation program May
your Christmas always be
merry. Ilove you Philip T. Love Seasons Greetings to· the
always Lisa.
Brothers and Sisters on the
yard. May your New Year be
Merry Christmas Mr. Barbells-I fun, fun, fun. From asister on
Narcissa: Mary Krismaz (I'm a
love you. Always; Mrs. Hunky the yard.
journalist, so you know Ican't
Paver.
Merry Christmas Polyglots. spell).
Lydia, Merry Christmas, and Joyeux Noel. Feliz Navidad.
may this be the first of many for Frohe Weihnachte. St. Merry Christmas : Mom, Dad,
Grandma, Kathy, Howard,
us. Love John.
Nicholaus.
M;:uy Kathryn and Matthew.
Mike, , miss you Babe. Love, Merry Christmas and Happy From JOHN.
Carolyn.
New Year to all my friends on
•the 8th floor. Love Cheryl.

Parthenon names its key staffer Deadline set for literary articles
College
Bowl coaches to meet
All coaches of College Bowl teams will meet Tuesday in

Memorial 'student Center, Room 2W22, according to Nancy P.
Hindsley, student activities coordinator.
The first game will be Jan. 19 and will include teams two and
four.
All full-time undergraduate and graduate students may enter the
competition, Hindsley said.
College Bowl is afast paced 4uestion and answer game recently
reactivated by the Ass~ciation of College Unions lntern·ational,
Hindsley said.

WGNT and Huntington Fraternal Order of Police drive for
underprivileged children.

•

LOOK what you get when you
buy from the Hi Fidelity Center.
0.,

Tremendous listening
pleasure with the
security of our
customer benefits.

3. An investment in
concert hall realism .

1. You can expect

from this system.

~

Mini
Ads
Classified

2~ Our affordable way to
scale the heights of sound.
Our $343.00 stereo system sounds like
music. Good music, thanks to apair of Advent
3speakers.
The ADVENT 3's are absolutely amazing
acoustic-suspension speakers· with rich,
detailed sound and bass response that cotnes
within ahalf-octave of the best you can do at
any price. They will totally change your
expectations of low-cost speakers.
·
To drive them, we have the ROTEL stereo
receiver. It's clean, low-distortion sound
combines with excellent AM and FM reception
and full control flexibility.
The record player, the GARRARD 440M
automatic turntable with PICKERING cartridge and diamond stylus, will take care of
your records while it finds the music in their
grooves.
Come in and hear what we're talking about
and expect alot.

---VISA

If you want astereo system that scales the
heights of sound for aprice that's down in the
valley, our ADVENT-HARMAN-KARDON
ROTEL system is the one to hear and buy at
$647.00.
The speakers are apair of New Advents, new
versions of this country's long-time bestselling speaker system. They cover the full ·
ten-octave audible range of music, with more
high-frequency output than the original version, which lets you take advantage of recent
improvements in recordings and broadcasts.
This system's receiver, the HARMANKARDON 430, has the reputation of being one
of the best sounding in the industry. Credit
must be given to superior engineering that
utilizes a wide band design and totally
independent power supplies for each channel.
For the turntable we chose the ROTEL
11000 single-play with the Audio Technica
stereo magnetic cartridge. The 11000
provides constant, accurate speed and quiet
background through asimple reliable beltdrive design. At the end of the record, the
tonearm liftsoff the record and the turntable
shutsoff.
This system is clearly an exceptional value.
at $657.00.

Our $939.00 YAMAHA system is designed to
satisfy the most critical ear and fill the largest
rooms with concert realism.
For the loudspeakers we have chosen the
YAMAHA NS-670 Soft Dome speakers.
Recognized as one of the finest 3-way systems
ever designed, the NS-670's reproduce all the
music with atonal balance and absence of
distortion that eliminates "listening fatique."
The receiver is the NEW YAMAHA CR-620, a
receiver so clear that a new system of
measurement (Noise Distortion Clearance
Range) was developed to accurately measure
its specs. With plenty of power to fill large
rooms, the CR-620 also features the latest
advances in FM circuits to bring in your
favorite stations clearly and quietly. Perhaps
·the most unique feature of the CR-620 is the
ability to record one program while listening to
another.
The turntable is the YAMAHA YP-B4, with
Audio Technica magnetic cartridge, afully
automatic single-play, belt drive system with a
unique repeat feature that allows arecord to
be played as many times as desired.
At $939.00, our YAMAHA system is an
unbeatable invest111ent.

(____Jo_es___.) Musical

SONY TA -1055 integrated amp and matching
Sony ST-5055 tuner.new cond. $225.Call 5293919.
FACTORY-WAREHOUSE JOB OPEN- YAMAHA Al.TO Sax. Cost $475 has never
ING :Second and weekend shifts open. If you , been played, like new, sell $325.Call 304-586·
have one or tVJO days free from classes please 9135.
apply.MANPOWER, 421 6th St. 529-3031.
0

YOUTH SUPERVISOR wanted, $2.50 hr.,20
hr. per week. 4p.m. to 8p.m.Monday thru

Friday, Call 523-0281aher 1:30 p.m.
NEED MARSHALL drama student to lend
talents toward production of a local nonprofessional dramatic film. Actors and produc- THREE FEMALE Registered german
tion assistants. If interested call 529-1714, sheperds. Best Offer. Call 453-1934 After 5:30.
Saturday afternoon.
28 inch Girls bicycle. 3-speed. Only used twice.

Merchandise

(FOR SALE) :.7.:.>:-:,. .,... ,.,., , , . ,.,
Auto
(SERVICES)
'66 CHEVY Caprice-must sell pnor Xmas.

Reliable transportation. $175.00 Call Jerry :
522-7783
72 PLY.Grande Sedan,P.S.,P.B., A.C.,P.W.
Am-Fm, c.c. $950 Call 529-3919

Hair Styling

1967 Z-28 Black on Black wllh many extras,

HAIR STYLING razor and hair cutting.
Roffler franchised. Mays Barbering &Styling,
1009 20th St. 522-2052.Appointments or walk-

only 500 made, Collectors item. Must sell at
highest bid over $2,800.Call 304-937-2602 Ask

1253 Third Avenue
Huntington, WV
529-1941

3808 MacCorkle Avenue
SE Charleston, WV
925-3365

Holiday shopping hours:
Weekdays til 8:00pm
Saturday 10:00am to 6:00pm

STEREO AMP Yamaha CA-400 30 watts
RMS.$195.00 perfect condition.Call 529-6548

Typing
RESUMES· Printed for less than photocopies- .
50 mintmum-$4.22.Same day service if you do
the typing.MINUTEMAN PRESS, 738 Fourth
Avenue, Huntington.
TYPING $1.00 per page. Call 697-5720 days, •
736-9873 evernngs and ask for Vock.!.

(NOTICES)
Miscellaneous
$$$
SUMMER
JOB $$$
FOOD,
RENT, TRAVEL,

MGT TANG ~ONS. _
Army ROTC 696-6450

Personals
ABORTION :FINEST medical c,re ava,lable.

for John.

1n.Closed Monday.

Generalanathesia.Immediate appts. 9a.m.-9
p.m.Toll free 1-800-433-8113.

Hobby &Crafts

THE WAY your hair looks is as important to
me as it is to you. For men's hair styling and
cuthng, The Arcade Barber Shop, downtown.
Ask for Jeff.696-9667.

EUROPE 77-78 no frills stud,mt-teacher
charter flights, Europe Israel, Mideast,Fareast.
Reserve Thanksgiving, Xmas, winter, spring.
GlobalTravel, 521 Fifth Ave.N.Y. N.Y.10017
212-379-3532.

FULL LINE CRAFT SUPPLIES :Macran1e.
cords, beads, books, rwg hooking kits. The
CraftCenter 1212 Fourth Ave. 523-4872.Join
our workshops.
REPAIRS RENTALS all new and used office
PLANT SALE :nice, cheap, healthy.134 6th machines, protection tear gas.Crutcher's next
to university front door parking opeh Sat.till 5.
Ave. Apt.6 Saturdays-10 a.m.lo 3p.m.
1701 St~ Ave.525-1771.

Office Equipment

MITZI, YOU should learn how to cross
streets.Good to-,ee you out. Merry Christmas.

